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This book is written is such a way that the level of mathematical sophistication builds up from

chapter to chapter. It has been reorganized into four parts: basic analysis, analysis of feedback

systems, advanced analysis, and nonlinear feedback control.   Updated content includes subjects

which have proven useful in nonlinear control design in recent yearsâ€”new in the 3rd edition are:

expanded treatment of passivity and passivity-based control; integral control, high-gain feedback,

recursive methods, optimal stabilizing control, control Lyapunov functions, and observers.   For use

as a self-study or reference guide by engineers and applied mathematicians.
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This is a really great book. It is very much at a high level, so I wouldn't recommend ordering it

unless you have the proper background (a linear systems course and several classes in math or

engineering) If you do have the proper background, its pretty easy to read and the order makes

good sense.

Used this for a Nonlinear Control Theory Class. It was a little short on Control Theory (didn't include

much adaptive control etc) but has such good coverage of nonlinear stability theory that it is

extremely applicable for a Control Theory class. Does a great job explaining complicated ideas, and

does a spectacular job providing references for more information.This book won the IFAC Control

Engineering Textbook Prize in 2002, but its greatness can more accurately be established by simply



noting that it is used as THE nonlinear controls textbook by many engineering departments.

Pretty Good Book. You'll need extensive knowledge of linear control system theory. Usually two

undergraduate classes and a graduate class. Some of the math is tough, even for an electrical

engineer. The set theory stuff will take a while to figure out. Overall, a good book though.

The book is great, just make sure you get the paperback. It's showed up with several covers, and I

can't figure out which is which, but make sure you're not spending hundreds on this. It can be had

for far cheaper.

I'm a beginner in non-linear control research so I'm not claiming that I know this topic very well to

talk like an expert but I think that this book is a little bit overrated. It's the textbook in most of the

highest ranked universities in engineering that probably where ever you go, you will hear about it. I

passed my course with using lecture notes and tutorials I found on internet more than I used this

book. I know some great professors who think that this is the best nonlinear controls book tho, I

totally respect them but to me it's not a great one for beginners. Note that this is not my final

judgement and I'll update my review in a year. Maybe I'll think differently about it as I advance.

This is the one textbook any engineer in advanced control systems needs to own. Each chapter is

perfectly constructed to build a foundation that expertly leads into next. The book culminates in a

series of simulations, using systems from previous chapters to explore and reinforce concepts

presented. This is the text you need if you want to call yourself a master of control systems.

This book has everything a one semester graduate course in nonlinear control would generally

cover and much more. Despite the presence of other good books, most notably those by

Vidyasagar and Sastry, this will definitely be the first book one will turn to in case of a doubt.The

book is very readable even though it has a lot of jargon (read heavy mathematics). The author starts

off with an introduction to nonlinear systems, then moves on to phase portraits for 2-D systems,

before moving on to advanced concepts of stability theory and feedback linearization. My favorite

was the third chapter which had a neat collection of mathematical results, with quite a few of the

proofs pushed to the appendices.Exercises are fun to solve, has a lot of application based

problems, and pretty comprehensive.The only negative - I feel he could have dealt with bifurcations

and describing functions a little more in detail.



The third edition contains material about high gain observers and sliding modes which are welcome

additions. The book also contains sections about backstepping and passivity techniques. As in the

first edition the author's writing is clear and concise. It is a good complement to Vidyasagar's

Nonlinear Systems book.
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